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An iterative method is described for the minimization of a continuously differentiable 
funct ion F(x) of n variables subject to linear inequality constraints. Wi thout  any 
convexity or second-order derivative assumptions it is shown that every cluster point 
of the sequence {xj} constructed by the method is a stationary point. The  method 
constructs ets of directions which are approximately conjugate. At appropriate points 
a special step is performed which utilizes the second-order information of the previous 
conjugate directions to accelerate the rate of  convergence. I f z is a cluster point of 
(x,} and F(x) is twice cont inuously differentiable in some neighborhood of z and the 
Hessian matr ix o fF (x )  has certain properties, then {xj} converges to z and the rate of 
convergence is (n -- q)-step superl inear, where q is the number  of constraints which 
are active at z. Furthermore,  if the Hessian matr ix ofF(x)  satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
in a neighborhood of z then as a result of the accelerated step, the rate of  convergence 
of {x j} will be (n --  q + l)-step cubic. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, methods using conjugate directions have been successfully developed 
to iteratively solve minimization problems with linear inequality constraints [2, 7, 8]. 
Zoutendijk [9] made the important suggestion of adding constraints to a direction 
finding subproblem to ensure that the search direction is orthogonal to differences 
of gradients. This idea was further developed in [2], where convergence to a sta- 
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tionary point and a quadratic rate of convergence were obtained. The present method 
extends this work in two ways. First, an implementable step size procedure is utilized 
along the lines of Armijo [1] and Goldstein [6]. Second, when an appropriate number 
of conjugate directions have been constructed, instead of deleting the accumulated 
second-order information as is done in reset methods, a special step is taken which 
further utilizes the information inherent in the conjugate directions. It  will be shown 
that this accelerating step results in an (n --  q + l)-step cubic rate of convergence. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM, DEFINITIONS, AND NOTATION 
Let x e E" and assume that F(x) is a real-valued function. If F(x) is differentiable 
at a point xi we denote its gradient at xi by VF(x;) or g i .  I fF (x)  is twice differentiable 
at xi we denote the Hessian matrix of F(x) at x~ by G(xi) or G i .  For any column 
vector x and any matrix M we denote the transpose by x' and M' ,  respectively. 
Let A be an (m, n)-matrix with rows al '  , .... a , /  and let b be an m-dimensional 
column vector with components bs 9 Define 
R -- {x 9 E ' * IAx  ~ b}. 
We consider the problem of determining a z E R such that 
F(z) ~ F(x) for all x e R. 
Throughout he paper we shall make the following 
ASSUMPTION I. 
set S such that 
The set R is bounded. There exists an x o ~ R and  a closed convex 
{x e R IF(x) ~< F(x0)} C S 
and F(x) is contbmoush, differentiable on some open set containing S. 
It follows immediately from this assumption that a solution to the minimization 
problem exists. The assumption that R is bounded is needed to ensure the existence 
of optimal solutions to certain linear programming problems which are solved as 
part of the algorithm. From a practical point of view it is not restrictive and can 
always be enforced by imposing upper and lower bounds on the variables. 
An x E R is said to be a stationary point if there are real numbers A i such that 
VF(x) =: ~ ~iai, 
i--1 
Ai(a/x --  b,) ~- O, Ai ) O, i = 1 .... , m. 
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By the Kuhn-Tucker theorem every local minimizer ofF(x) over R is a stationary 
point. In the case of a pseudoconvex function F(x) every stationary point minimizes 
F(x) over R. 
It is the purpose of this paper to describe an algorithm which either terminates 
after a finite number of steps with a stationary point or produces an infinite sequence 
{x~} C R with the following properties. 
(i) I f  the algorithm starts with an x 0 satisfying Assumption 1, then {F(xj)} 
is strictly decreasing, every cluster point of {xj} is a stationary point, and {xj} converges 
if it has an isolated cluster point. 
(ii) I f  the sequence {xj} has a cluster point z in a neighborhood of which G(x) 
exists and has certain properties, then {xj} converges to z and the rate of convergence 
is (n --  q _ 1) step cubic, where q is the number of constraints active for z. 
3. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITIIM 
For any feasible x i which is not a stationary point the algorithm determines a
direction vector sj and a step size a j .  The next point x~+ 1 is then obtained by adding 
ojs~ to xj. 
The direction finding procedure is based on the Frank-Wolfe algorithm [5], i.e., 
a linear approximation of F(x) is minimized subject to the constraints Ax ~ b. 
Utilizing Zoutendijk's uggestion [9], additional inear equality constraints are added 
at various steps which force the direction to be orthogonal to differences of certain 
previously encountered gradients of F(x). Under appropriate assumptions this results 
in conjugate directions (Lemma 6). 
The method fi)r the determination of % is adopted from [8]. It combines an 
approximation procedure for the optimal step size with a test of the type used by 
Armijo [1] and Goldstein [6]. This guarantees the convergence results of Theorem 1 
under Assumption 1 and convergence of the actual step size to the optimal one under 
the assumptions used in Section 5. A detailed discussion of the properties of this 
procedure is given in [8]. 
In order to accelerate convergence a special step is performed for certain well- 
defined x~. A special search direction s~. is constructed by taking a linear combination 
of previous directions. The coefficients of this linear combination are computed 
from the dual variables associated with the orthogonality constraints in the linear 
programming problem which serves as direction finding proeedure at x~. Further- 
more, a special step size procedure is used which eventually results in the step size 1 
(Lemma 9). This accelerating procedure is based on a method developed in [8]. 
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For any xj generated by the algorithm the search direction is s a = y~ --  x a , where 
Ya is an optimal solution to 
min{g/(y --  xa) l Ay  > b, D jy  = ca}. 
The equality constraints represent the orthogonality conditions which we want to 
impose at xj .  
It follows immediately from this definition of s a that a~. ~ 1. If  aa = 1, then 
x~+~ = y~. and at least one new constraint becomes active for xa+ x . 
Suppose xj is a point for which at least one new constraint is active. Then we set 
Dj = 0 and c a : 0. If  a s : 1, then Dt+ 1 : D r and cj+ 1 = c a ; otherwise Dj+l is 
equal to D~. with the first row replaced by 
d;+l  = (g~+l  - -  g / ) /H  ~asa il, 
and cj+ x is equal to c a with the first component replaced by d~+lxj+ 1 . Thus the search 
direction sa+l is forced to be orthogonal to ga+x - -ga .  
Correspondingly, if %+1 < 1, then D~+~ = Dj+I with the second row replaced by 
t t 
d;'+2 = (ga+2 -- gj+~)/ll ~a+lSj+l IJ, 
and c~.+z = ca+ 1 with the second component replaced by d~+2xa+2. Therefore, sj+ 2 
is orthogonal to gJ+2 --  gJ+l and gJ+l - -  gJ 9 
This procedure is repeated for x a , xj+ 1 ,..., xa+ k until either k = n or, for some 
k ~ n, %'+k = 1 or g~§ = O. 
It can be shown that 
g~+i(Yj+i - -  x~§ = g / (Y i+ i  - -  xa+i) >/O, i = 0 ..... k. 
Therefore, we can replace ga+, by g~ in the linear programming problem. The resulting 
dual is then 
max{b'u + c~+lv [ A '  u + Da+iv = gj , u ~ 0}. 
This is the problem solved in Step I of the algorithm. It is well known that Ya+~ can 
easily be calculated from the optimal solution of this problem. 
Because of the definition of Da+i+ I , an optimal solution (ua+i, v~+i) of the maximiza- 
tion problem associated with xa+ , is a feasible solution of the problem corresponding 
to xa+~+ I . Therefore, (uj+~+l, v~+~+l) can usually be calculated with a few simplex 
iterations. Details of this procedure are discussed in [2]. 
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I f  o5+~ : I, then we set D~-+~ : 0 and c~+k = 0. I f  k = n or g~+~s~.+~ = 0, then 
xr is a candidate for a special step. We define a new ssrk as follows. 
k 
:=  ~;+~-:t+~-~ i',) t! xt+, - x;+~_~ !1" i=1 
I f  g;+:5+k >~ O, then the direction st_ ~ is not usable; no special step is taken. We 
set Dr+ ~ - -  0 and cr162 :-= 0. I f  g;+:J+k < 0 an appropriate step size ~.+~ is deter- 
mined (Step I I I  of the algorithm) and we set xt+ k ~t == xt+k + %'+~st+k with Di+k+ 1 - :  0 
and ci+~+ x = O. 
4. DETAILED DESCRIPT ION OF T I tE  ALGORITHM,  CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
The following real numbers  are used in the algorithm. 0 < ~1 < 1 and 0 < 
o~ < 0.5. 
We assume that the algorithm starts with an x o E R for which Assumption 1 is 
satisfied. Initially, we set h 0 = go, Co = 0, D o =-- 0, "~//0 = 0, 8o = 1, where c o E E '~, 
D0, and ~V/0 are (n, n)-matrices and ]~o is a scalar. 
A general cycle of the algorithm consists of three steps which are described below. 
At the beginning of the j th  cycle the following data are available, x5 E R, g5 = VF(xs), 
c~, h j ,  D j ,  M~, and 83 9 Here/~j ~ {1, 2 , . ,  n + 1) and indicates that exactly the first 
/~5 - -  1 columns of Dj and M s are different from the zero vector. 
Step I. Computation of the Direction of Descent s5 
Solve the following linear programming problem. 
LP :  maximize{b'u + c/v I A'u .~- D~v = hs , u >~ 0). 
Let (u s , vj) be an optimal solution to LP  t and suppose that Yt is an optimal solution 
to the corresponding dual problem. Set s 5 = Yt - -  xt and compute g/s~. 
Case I(a). g/s i < 0; go to Step I I .  
Case I(b). g/s~ --- 0 or fi5 = n + l ; go to Step I I I .  
Step I I .  Computation of the Step Size o 5 
Define 
= 9 t 2 P15 mm((gt st) , ~x), 
P2t = min{[--(g/st)] 1/2 '[ st H -x, 1), 
9 t = F (x t  - -  (g /s3  s3 - -  F(xs)  + (g /s3" ,  
{P15 if ~'t ~< 0 or --(g/s~)3/2~t < Px~, 
= { t 3; 
~o t - -(gj  st) 2Tj if ~ > 0 and pxt <~ --(g/st)3/2~'t, ~ P2t, 
I \P2J if ~'t > 0 and --(g/st)3/21"t > P2t, 
571/II/3-2 
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and 
h(x~ , o) = [F(xs) - -  F(xj + esj)]/(--6g/s~), o > O. 
Set 
~j = ~oj(1/2)% 
where vj is the smallest nonnegative integer such that 
h(xj, %(1/2 f  ~) >/~z .  
Compute xj+ 1 = x~ + ojsj and g j+t .  
Case I I (a).  aj = 1 ; set Dj+ 1 = Mj+ 1 = 0, h i+ 1 = g J+ l  , and fl~+l = 1. Replace 
j by j -]- 1 and go to Step I. 
Case I I (b).  %. < 1; set 
d~-x : (gJ+l - -  g~)/ll ~jsj I',, 
replace column f15 of Dj and M~- by d~+l, and (x~f 1 - -  xj)]] x~ 1 - -  xj ]i -1, respectively, 
and component flj of cj by d~+lXj+ a . Denote the new matrices by Dj+a and Ms+ 1 , 
respectively, and the new vector by c~a.  Set h~+ 1 = h~, fl~+l = flJ -+- 1, replace j
by j  + 1, and go to Step I. 
Step I I I .  Accelerating Step 
I f  flj = 1, stop with the stationary point x s . Otherwise, compute 
(wj)i = i (v~)i + II o j+,_lss+,_l If, i == 1 ..... fl~ - -  I, 
t0, i = /~;  ..... n, 
and set sj = - -Mjwj.  
Case I I I (a),  g/s t ~0.  Set h i=g j ,  cj :0 ,  D~ :0 ,  M j - -O ,  f l j -= 1, and go 
to Step I. 
Case I I I (b) .  g/s~ ~ O. Calculate 
o,j : rain{l, (bi -- a/x~)/ai'sj for all i with a~'s~ < 0). 
Set 
~j = (1/2) v~ %-, 
where uj is the smallest nonnegative integer for which 
F(x~ -'- ( l /2 f  ~ %s/) < F(xj) and (1/2) "j ~ I', sj H ~< P~i 
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with ~j = max{v ]fi~ = 1, v ~ j} .  Compute xj+ 1 : Xj -~- O'jSj and gJ+x. Set hi+ 1 = 
g~+x, Cj+l = 0, Dj+ 1 = 0, M~.+I = 0, and flJ+l = 1. Replace j by j + 1 and go to 
Step I. 
Remark. We observe that the maximization problem in Step I has an optimal 
solution. Indeed, the dual problem is min{h/ (y -  x~) lAy ~ b, D /y  = cj}. This 
problem has an optimal solution since D~xj = c~, xj ~ R, and R is bounded. The 
existence of (u s , %.) follows, therefore, from the duality theory of linear programming. 
Furthermore, it follows from (1) in the proof of Lemma 2 that h(x~, a) --> 1 as a ---> 0. 
Hence, there is v~ with the properties required in Steps I I  and I I I ,  respectively. 
We define the following subsets of iteration indices. 
J1 : {J[ c~ : 0 and Dj : 0), 
J~ = {j [ xj+ 1 is computed from Step I I  of the algorithm), 
J3 = {J ] xJ+l is computed from Step I I I  of the algorithm). 
For j ~ J1 the search direction s t is computed as in the Frank-Wolfe algorithm [5]. 
As mentioned before, the direction finding linear programs LPj are related and 
the following observations show that they may be efficiently solved using the simplex 
method. I f j ,  j + 1 ~ J2, than the final basis inverse for LP~ can be used as a starting 
basis forLPj+ 1 . Also, there is at most one dual infeasibility for this basis, corresponding 
to the column of Dj+ 1 which was added at iteration j. This leads us to expect that 
few simplex pivots will be required to attain optimality in LP~+ 1 . Furthermore, 
if J l ,  j2 E Jx, J'2 >~ Jl, then the final basis inverse for LPr can be used as a starting 
basis for LPj2 with the dual simplex method, thus eliminating a phase 1 simplex 
procedure. 
Suppose j~  J1 and j -}- 1,j  + 2,...,j + k (~ .11. The following properties P1, P2, 
P3, P4, are obtained by observing that (u3+~, vr is an optimal solution for the 
linear program LPr and YJ+k is an optimal solution for the dual ofLP~.+k. 
\us (Ay~ - b) = o .  
iAyj+k ~ b, 
(gj+i --mgJ+i-1)'(YJ+k --k x~+i) = 0 for i = ,1,2,..., k, 
P2: ~ '~  "u  " - -  x - , . ,  , (g J+ i  - -  g J+ i -1 )  
IgJ : 2-. t j+k)i ai -f- 2., tvj+~)i -~-- 7 - 0  >/O, 
i=1 i=1 [[ O'J+i--l~ il g j+k  
~ui+k(Ayj+ k -- b) = O. 
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From P2 and the observation that for 1 ~ i ~ k, 
Y,'+k --  xj+i = sj+~ + ~+k_xSj+~_l + "" + ~j+iq+i, 
we obtain 
P3: (gi~i -- gj+i-1)' sj+k = 0 
Define the vector wj+~ by 
for i = 1, 2 ..... h. 
and 
(WJ+~)i = (VJ+k)i -~- !1 ~j+i-lSj-~i-1 I:, fo r  i = 1, 2,..., k 
(w j+e) i :O  for i=k+ I ..... n. 
It then follows from P2 that 
and 
P4: 
k ( J'+i - -  gJ'+i-1) 
gj+~. = (ui+k) , a, + Z (w~+,~), ~o- j~ ,_ -~ i] ' 
i=l i=l 
us+I, ~> 0. 
Observe that wj need only be computed fo r jE  J3, that is, only for Step I I I  of the 
algorithm. In the analysis to follow it is convenient to define w s for al l j  E J. 
The following two lemmas will be used in the proof of Theorem 1 which gives 
the main convergence r sults. 
LE~.I.~IA 1. Let j E J1 ; then j + p E _[1 for some integer p satisfying 1 <~ p <~ n + 1. 
Proof. For every xj we have j~ j iw j2u ja .  Suppose JoE J1 and jo+l  ..... 
Jo + k c- J~ - J1- By Steps I and I I  of the algorithm, /~io+~ -- k + 1 and k ~ n. 
Since, for every j, jE J s  implies j+  1 a Jx ,  it follows that J0+PE. /1  for some 
1 ~p~n+l .  
I.EMMA 2. Let Assumption 1 be satisfied. Then the following statements hold. 
(i) For every E > 0 there is ~(E) > 0 such that for j ~ J2, -g /s j  >/e implies 
F(xj,x) ~< F(xj) -- 3(E). 
(ii) g/sj --~ 0 as j --~ 0% j ~ Je. 
(iii) Everv cluster point of the subsequence {xj [j ~ Jx} is a stationary point. 
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Proof. 
(i) Let j ~ J2 and - -g /s r  >/r  > 0. Because xr Ys ~ S 
x s+as  s~Sfor0  ~<a ~< 1. Let0  <a~< 1 and define 
Ls(a ) = {x e E n ix  = x s 4- tss , O <~ t <~ a}. 
By Taylor's theorem there is fs ~Lj(a) such that 
F(xs 4- ass) = F(x~) + ags' s j 4- a(VF(~:j) - -  gs)' ss 
or  
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and s s=y j -x~,  
[F(xj) --  F(xj 4- ass)l/(--ag/sj) = 1 4- [(F(fj) --  gj)' sj/(--gs'ss) 1. 
a s = % if % ~< p (3) 
a j>0.5p  if %>p.  (4) 
Hence if we choose 0 < 3(r ~ a2r min{r z, ax, 89 it follows from (2)-(4) that 
F(xj) - -  F(x~ + %sj) >/ --~2a~gj' sj >/a2E min{~ , a l ,  89 >~ 3(E). 
(ii) Since {F(x~)} is decreasing and F(x) is bounded from below on S it follows 
from part 1 of the lemma that for j E J2gs'ss --~ 0 as j ~ ~.  
(iii) Let z be a cluster point of {x s I j ~ Jl} and suppose that 
a{z  = bl , i=  1 ..... q, 
a i ' z>b i ,  i=q+l  ..... m. 
(5) 
and 
which by (1) implies that 
Since F(x) is uniformly continuous on S and {ss} is bounded, there is 0 < p ~< 1 
such that 
N VF(seJ) - -  gs ]1 ~ 89 Ss []) for 0 < a ~< p. 
Therefore, it follows that for 0 < a ~< p, 
F(xj) - -  F(xj 4- ass) >~ 1 --  I[ VF(~j) --  gr II N sj I] ~> 89 > as. (t) 
- -ag/s  s r 
By the definition of % in Step I I  of the algorithm we have 
coj ~> min{d, al} > 0, (2) 
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Set 
Then we can write 
T = {x ~ E '~ ] ai'x = O, i = 1 ..... q}. 
VF(z) = g + ~ Aiai, 
i=1 
where g e T. 
Suppose z is not a stationary point. Then 
23 = max{ll g [], -a l  ,..., --aq} > 0. 
For every r > 0, define 
(6) 
S(r) = {x E R lie z - -  x [I ~ ~}. 
By (5) and (6) there is ~o > 0 such that 
xj c S(ro) implies ai'xj > bi , i = q + 1,..., m, (7) 
and 
xj c S(ro) implies max{j] gJl ]], --al j  .... , --Aq~} ~> 8, (8) 
q 
where gj = gJa + gJ2, gJl ~ T, and ga2 = Y.i=l Aijai 9 
Let j e ./1 such that x~ ~ S(ro) and denote the optimal solution of the minimization 
problem 
min{g/(y - -  xj) ]Y e S(2r)} 
by 3~-. Then it follows from (7) and (8) that 
--g/(~j - x;) ~> ~ > 0, (9) 
for some e independent of j .  
By definition, sj = y j - -%. ,  where, for every j E./1, YJ is the optimal solution 
of the problem min{g/(y -- xj) [ Ay >~ b}. Because S(ro) C_ R, it follows from (9) 
that for every j e ./1 with x~ ~ S(ro) we have --g/s~ ~> e > 0. Applying part (i) of 
the lemma, we see that F(x~)--~ --oo. Since F(x) is bounded from below on R the 
assumption that z is not a stationary point leads to a contradiction and is, therefore, 
false. 
THEOREM 1. Let Assumption 1 be satisfied. The algorithm either terminates after 
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a finite number of cycles with a stationary point or produces an infinite sequence (x~.} 
with the following properties. 
(i) {x~) C R and (F(xj)) is strictly decreasing. 
(ii) li xJ+x --  x~ I]--* 0 asj--+ oo. 
(iii) Every cluster point of {x~} is a stationary point. 
(iv) I f  {xj} has an isolated cluster point z, then x 5 --+ z as j --+ oo. 
Proof. (i) It  follows immediately from the definition that, for every j, x~. E R and 
F(xj+l) < F(xj). 
(ii) Suppose the algorithm produces an infinite sequence {x~}. Since [[ sjaj ]] ~< 
(--g/sj) 1/2, j ~ .[2, it follows from part (ii) of Lemma 2 that [[ x~+ 1 --  x~. 1] --+ 0 as 
j - -~ oo, j~ J2. 
I f  j E Ja ,  then II ajss II ~ (_g,/ej)l/2, where because of Lemma 1, ~e. ~ j _ n. 
Hence, it foUows again from Lemma 2 that ]] xs+ 1 - -x j  II--~ 0 as j---> o% j~ J~. 
(iii) This statement is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1, part (iii) of 
Lemma 2, part (ii) of the theorem, and the continuity of VF(x). 
(iv) This part of the theorem follows from [8, part 5 of Theorem 1]. 
5. SUPERLINEAR CONVERGENCE 
Throughout his section we make in addition to Assumption 1 the following 
ASSUMPTION 2. The sequence {x~-} generated by the algorithm has a cluster point z 
with the properties 
(i) F(x) is twice continuously differentiable in some convex neighborhood of z. 
(ii) G(z) is positive definite. 
, = = ~-'i=1 ~iai (iii) asz  =b~,  i=  1,2 ..... q; a/z>b~, i  q+l , . . . ,m;  VF(z) q 
h i ~ O, i ~- l,..., q; and a 1 ..... aq are linearly independent. 
As a first consequence of this assumption we have the following 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied, then xj --+ z as j --+ oo. 
Proof. As in [8, proof of Proposition 2], it follows that z is an isolated cluster 
point. Hence, by part (iv) of Theorem 1, xj -+ z as j ~ oo. 
Next we want to show that after a finite number of iterations the set of constraints, 
active for x~, does not change and consists exactly of the first q inequalities ai'x ~ bi 9 
For this purpose we need the following two lemmas. 
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LEMMA 3. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 be satisfied. 
(i) I f  there is a number E > 0 and an infinite subset J C J2 such that --g/s t 
II st II for all j ~ J, then ~t = 1 for j ~ J suffidently large, 
q 
(ii) Let J be an infinite subset of J2 . I f  ej = g~ - Zi=x (u~)i ai and ej ---> 0 as 
j --+ oo, j ~ J, then for i = 1 ..... q, (ut)i --+ At as j --+ 0% j e J. 
(iii) Let j~  J1 and j + I .... , j  + k ~ J~ - J1 for some k E {1,..., n}. Denote the 
nonzero columns of Dj+~ by dl.j+ ~ ..... de.~+~. There is e > 0 and p > 0 such that 
for j suffidently large, 
and 
imply 
] ai'sJ+z ] ~ EII s~.+~ II, l = 0,..., k - -  1, i = 1, 2,..., q, 
q k 
x = Z p,.j+ka, + Z "r,.t+,~d,.t+,~ 
i=l i=1  
Proof. 
U(z) such that 
max{] PLt+k , ' " ,  Pq.t+/c I, I ~l.t+k I.... , ] *k.j+e l) ~ o II x [[. 
By Assumption 2 there are numbers 0 </x  ~< ~/ and a neighborhood 
/z 11 x I[ 2 <~ x'G(y)x <~ ~ II x [? for all y ~ U(z), x E E". 
From Proposition 1 it follows that x t E U(z) for j sufficiently large. 
(1) 
(i) Since g/s t --~ 0 as j --~ 0% we have [[ sj [[ --+ 0 as j -+ 0% j ~ J. From the 
definition of p2~ in the step size procedure it follows that Pzt = 1 fo r j  ~ J sufficiently 
large. Furthermore, by Taylor's theorem, 
1 t 2 t ~'j = ~(g~ s3 st G(6)  st,  
for some ~t~{x lx=x t+t ( -g /s j )  sr ~t  ~ 1} so that for j~ J  sufficiently 
large (1) implies 
t 3 t t --gj sj --(gist) _ - -g ts~/>__> 1 =P2t .  
2~t s /G(@ st ~ dl sj I[ ~ 
Thus ~t = P2t = 1 for j~ J  sufficiently large. Next we observe that by (1) and 
Taylor's theorem, for some r ~ {x [ x = x~ + tst, 0 <~ t <~ 1}, we have 
h(xj,  1) = 1 + [s /C(6)  s~/(--ag/sN + [n II st IJ~/(-ag/s3] >~ 89 
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for all j ~ J sufficiently large. It  then follows that ~j = oJa = P2J = 1 for j E J suf- 
ficiently large. 
(ii) Since ai ,..., aa are linearly independent there is a number V such that 
q 
x = ~ rial implies max{] "/'1 1' ~ ] "rq 1} ~ ~/ II X II" 
Therefore, it follows from 
q 
gy - -  VF(z) - -  ej. --~ ~ ((uj-)i - -  hi) ai 
i=1 
that 
max{l(uj)x - -  hi I,.-., I(uj)q - -  hq l} ~ v(llg~ - -  VF(z)[] + 11 e~ TI). 
Since gj -+ VF(z), we have (u~')i --+ hi,  i ~ 1,..., q, as j -+ o% j e J. 
(iii) We observe that by (1) and Lagrange's formula, for some 
~j+i_~ e {x I x = xj+~_~ + t(x~+i - x~+~_~), 0 <~ t <~ 1), 
we have 
s'j+i-_____! (gj+i - -  &+i-l)'  $J+i--1 
[[ sj+i-1 II di.a+~ = II ~j+i-lsj+i-1 II II sj+i-1 II 
1 
- -  It Sg+i-1 II 2 $~+i - lG(~ i+ i -1 )  S i+ i - l  " 
Therefore, for j sufficiently large, 
Furthermore by definition, 
t $ 
and di.j+~ J+i--1 ~-~ ~ I] SJ+i--1 [1" 
d t i . j+ks j+z :0  for i=  1 ..... k - - l ,  l= i  ..... k - -1 .  
Since a, ,..., aa are linearly independent, there is a number w 0 3> 0 such that 
q 
X : L Pi ai implies 11 x I1 ~< Wo max{l al'x [,..., ] aq'x [}. 
i=l  
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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Writing s~ = e s +f~,  where es e span{as ,..., a~} and fs is orthogonal to a s ,..., aq, 
we have, by (2) and (4), 
d~, j+kf  j = a~.j+~sj - -  d; . j+ke ~ 
I! s~ [1 II s~ II 
>~/~ I1 dl,J+k !1 tl e3" II 
II s~ II ~> t~ - -  W~o~ > It', (5) 
provided E </~/2~o)  and j is sufficiently large. 
I f  k = 1 the statement of part (iii) of the lemma follows from (5). Suppose the 
statement is true for 1 ~< p < h. Then it follows that there is o% > 0 such that 
implies 
q ~o 
x = Z p,a, + Z "c,d~,j+k (6) 
i=S i=l  
9 X II x rl ~ ~ max{I a(x  [ ..... [ aa'x l, I dl.s+k ] ..... I d'~.j+kx [}. 
Writing s~.+~ = ej+~ + fj+~, where e~-+~ e span{a 1 ,..., a~, ds,s+ k .... , d~,j+~} and fj+~ 
is orthogonal to these vectors, we have by (3), 
d~,j+kej+v = d~.j+vsj+ ~ = 0 for i = 1,...,p. (7) 
Hence, by (2), (6), and (7), 
II sj+~ II I1 sj+~ II 
for 2E~Tw ~</~ and j sufficiently large. This implies the statement (iii) of the lemma 
forp+ 1. 
LEVrMA 4. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 be satisfied. Let j E J2 and (us, vj) an optimal 
solution of LP~. Then 
(i) (u~)i -+  O, i = q -+ 1,..., m, as j --+ oo. 
(ii) (uj)i --+ Ai , i = 1,..., q, as j--+ or. 
(iii) There is Jo and p > 0 such that j >~ jo and 
q B~--I 
x = Z p,ja, + Z r,jd, j ,  with D i = (4J ..... d,j), 
i=1 i=1 
imp ly  max{r pl~ I .... , [pq~ 1, I ~1~" [,-.., 1%-1.J [) ~< p Ir x II. 
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Proof. (i) From properties P2, P3, and P4 it follows that 
g/s j  = ~ (u~)~(b i - -  a/' x~) and u s >/0.  
Since each term in this sum is nonpositive it follows from Lemma 2 that for i = 
q + 1,..., m, 
(uj)~(b, - -  a/'x~) --,. 0 as j--~ oo, j E L"  
The statement follows now from the observation that xj --+ z and ai 'z  > b , ,  i = 
q -r 1 .... , m. 
(ii) Let j 9 ./1. Since gj = ~,=1 (uj), a/ ,  it follows from part (i) of the lemma 
and part (ii) of Lemma 3 that, for i = 1 ..... q, 
(us), --~ hi as j --~ 0% J ~ ./1. (1) 
Now let je  ./1 and k ~{1,. . . ,  n} such that j -k 1, . . . , j  -q- k 9 Jz - J1. For 0 ~ l ~< 
k --  I we have 
t $ 
gs+~ s+~ - 0 as j -~ 0% J e J1,  (2) 
II sj+~ 11 
for otherwise part (i) of Lemma 3 implies that aj+, = 1 and thus j q- l + 1 ~ Ja 
for j sufficiently large. Since by P3 and P4, 
gj+zsJ+~ -- (us+t) , a/' 
II s~+l [1 II sj+z I1 
9 t= l  
and each term in this sum is nonpositive, it follows from (2) that, for i = 1,..., q, 
(ui+t)i(ai's~+z/]] s~+~ [I) --~ 0 as j ~ 0% J e J1. (3) 
Furthermore, we have 
gJ+z+l --  VF(z) = ~ ((u~+t+l)i --  hi) a, -{- 
/=1 i=q+l  
From this we obtain by part (i) of the lemma, 
(Us+t+1) i a, _t_ Ds+z+tvj+l+l. 
((uj+z+l), - hi) a, + Dj+t+lVr 1 ~ 0 
i=1 
as --~ ~,  j E J1. (4) 
For l = 0, (1) and (3) imply that, for i = 1,..., q, a/s/ l lssH---+ 0 as j - -* ~ ,  je  J1. 
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Hence we have by (4) and part (iii) of Lemma 3, (u~+~), -+ h~ as j -~  o% j ~ ./1, 
i = 1,..., q. The statement of part (ii) of the lemma follows now by induction. 
(iii) This statement is a consequence of part (ii) of the lemma, (3), and part 
(iii) of Lemma 3. 
THEOREM 2. 
j>~Yl,  
Let Assumptions 1 and 2 be satisfied. Then there is j~ such that for all 
a{x~ = bi, i = 1,..., q, 
a{x~>b~, i=q+l  ..... m. 
Proof. Let 
T={x la i 'x  =bi , i=  1,...,q} and T O = {x~ TI a{x > br = q + 1,..., m}. 
First we show that there is Jl >~ Jo such that 
J ~> Jt and x~ E T o imply xj+ 1 ~ T o . (1) 
By Lemma 4 there is Jl >~ Jo such that for j > J l ,  (uj)i > 0, i -~ 1 ..... q. Since 
(uj)~(a/y s - -  b 0 = 0 it follows that y~ ~ T. Hence, j />  J l ,  J ~ J2, and xj ~ To imply 
Xj+ 1 E T. I f  j ~ jt and j ~ J3, let kj = max{k < j [ k ~ J1}. Then k~- ~ Jl - -  n and 
ak~ < 1 ..... aJ-1 < 1. Therefore, xj ~ T o implies xk~ ,..., x~_l ~ T, from which we obtain 
x~.+l E T since s t is a linear combination of xkj+l - -  xk~ ,..., xj --  xs_ 1 . Furthermore, 
it follows from x~ --~ z and a,'z > b~, i = q + 1,..., m, that for j l  sufficiently large 
x~. ~ T and j/>./'1 imply xj ~ T o . This establishes (1). 
In order to complete the proof it suffices to show that there is j ~ Jl with x 3. ~ T. 
Let j~ j l  and j~ . /1 .  I f j+ l~ J1 ,  then a j .=  1 and xj+l =y j+ I~T.  Suppose 
j+  1 ..... j+k~j2 - j1  and j+k+l~J2~J1  for some k~{1,...,n}. Then it 
follows from the statement of the algorithm that either 
(a) crj+~ = 1, or 
(b) g'J+k(Yj+~ -- x~+~) = 0, or/3~+~ = n + 1. 
I f  (a) is the ease then x~+~+~ = y~+~ e T. I f  (b) is the case and fl~.+~ = n + 1 it follows 
from part (iii) of Lemma 4, that the columns of Dj+~ are linearly independent and, 
therefore, x~+~ = y~-+e e T. Similarly, ifg;.+~(y~+~ -- x~+~) = 0, then x~+~ is an optimal 
solution for the dual problem to LP~+~. Therefore, x~+~ 7". 
The main result of this section is given in Theorem 3, which states that, under 
appropriate assumptions, x~ converges (n --  q + 1) step cubic to z. For the proof 
of this theorem we need some further properties of the algorithm. These are demon- 
strated in the following lemmas. 
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LE~rMA 5. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 be satisfied. Then there is J2 >11 Jx such that 
for j ~ J2 and j ~ L ,  a~ : --(g~' s~)~/2"r~ and 
Proof. 
where 
f(gJ+t - -  VF(z))' s~ 1/ll g~" - -  VF(g)I[ IIsa !1 = o(~D, 
yj = sup{ll G(~) - -  G07)ll I ~, ~ e {xl  x -~ xj + tst~j, 0 ~ t ~ 1)}. 
First we observe that there are numbers pa and pa such that 
0 < pl ~ II st II ~ p~ for allj~ A. (1) 
Indeed, since xj,  yj 6 S, and sj : y~ - -  x~, the right-hand side of the inequality 
(1) follows from the assumption that S is bounded. Also, from Theorem 2, P2, P3, 
and P4 for j ~ J l ,  
g~ sj - - - -  (uj)i(bi - -  ai x~). 
i=q+l 
Since for j ~ Jz ,  g/s~ < 0, we have aiy~ = bi for some i ~ {q + 1,..., m). The left- 
hand inequality of (1) then follows from the observation that xj --+ z and ai'z > bi 
for i  =q+l  .... ,m. 
By Assumption 2 there are numbers 0 </~ ~ ~7 and a neighborhood U(z) such 
that 
II x II 2 ~ x 'G(y)x  ~ n II x [I m, y ~ e(z) ,  x E E", (2) 
Choose E > 0 such that 
W = {x e R I tI x - -  z [I ~ ~) c u(z) .  
By Proposition 1, part (ii) of Lemma 2, and (1), xj E W and x t q- (g~'sj) s~ E W for 
j ~ J2 and j sufficiently large. Hence, by Taylor's theorem 
-c~ = F(x~ -- (g/st) st) - -  F(xj)  + (g/s~.) 2 = 89 2 sa'G(6 ) sa (3) 
for some 
~t ~{x [ x : x~ + t(--gj'st) ss,O ~ t ~ 1}, 
which by (1) implies that, for j sufficiently large, ~-j > 0 and 
-g /s~l~ tl s~ ]12 ~ --(g/ss)3/2~-~ < --g~'sj/l~ I1sj II 2. (4) 
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Since by Lemma 2, g/s~ -*  0 as j  --~ ov,j 9 ]2, the definition of r and the inequalities 
(1), (4) imply that 
w i = --(g/s~)3/2rj for j e Jz sufficiently large. (5) 
By Taylor's theorem there is 
~(x l  x = x~ + t~,~s~,O <~ t <~ l} 
such that for j 9 Jz sufficiently large, 
F(x~ + o~s~) - -  F(x~) = o~g/s~ + 89 s~. 
Hence, by (3) and (5), 
F(x~) --  F(x i + oJssj) 
t - -~igj  sj 
=1- -  I g /s ,  s/G(v~) s i t t 2 s; G(~j) sj gj sj 
for j E J2 sufficiently large. Since the right-hand side of this equation converges 
to 89 as j - -+ 0% we have a~ -= co 3 for j e J2 sufficiently large. 
Let j e J2 and j >~ ]'1- By Theorem 2 we have 
a/sj  =0,  i=  1 .... ,q. (6) 
By Lagrange's formula there is 
~je{x  [ x : x i + t~s j ,O  <~ t <~ 1), 
such that for j sufficiently large, 
ss'(gj+ 1 --  VF(z)) = s / (g j  - -  VF(z)) -~ a~s/G(~Tj) s~ 
= ~/(g~ - VF(~)) - -  ~/(g~ - -  VF(~)) VC(,~,) ~ 
s/G(~3 ~j 
, s /G(~)  st - -  s /G(n3  sj 
: s~ (g3" - -  VF(z)) s/G((~) s i ' 
where the second equality follows from (6), (3), and trj = - -(g/s~)3/2rj .  Therefore, 
we have, for j e J~ sufficiently large, 
] s/(gi~t - VF(z))f <~ II s~ 111! g~ - -  VF(z) ~] II G(6)  - -  G(n~)',I tz -t. 
Since for j e J2 sufficiently large, aj = w~-, we have 
!1G(~j) -- G(n311 = O(sup I! G(~) - -  G(,~)I) ] ~:, n 9 {x I x --= x~ + t,,jsj, 0 ~ t ~ 1)). 
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LEMMA 6. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 be satisfied. For j  (~ J1 let vj = max{v e Jt  [ v ~< j}. 
Suppose the matrices D~ and Mo have r = r~ nonzero columns and denote them by 
dlo ..... drs and pi~ ,..., p~s , respectively. Then d~ p~ = O, k = 2 ..... r, i = 1,..., k -- 1, 
and fo r j  sufficiently large, d~pi s >/g., i = 1,..., r, d'~p~s = O(]] E,~+i-a 11 + II E~,+~_~ IlL 
k = 1,..., r - 1, i = k + 1,..., r, where 
1 
Es = fo G(xs + t%ss) dt -- G(z). 
Proof. It follows immediately from Step I of the algorithm and the definition 
of Dj and Mj that 
d;~pkj =0,  k =2, . . . , r ,  i :  1 ..... k - -1 .  (1) 
By Taylor's theorem we have for j sufficiently large, 
gv~+i - -  gvj+i-1 
dij = dvj+i = 
II ~vj+i-lSvj+i-1 [I 
Pi, + ( f /  G(xv,+i-1 + tqvi+i--lSvi+i--1) d t  - G(z)) Pij G(z) 
= G(z)p, j  + E,~+,_tp,j. (2) 
Since x~. ~ z, Ej --~ 0 as j ~ oo and it follows from (2) that d'j pij ~> t~ for j suf- 
ficiently large. For 1 ~ k < i <~ r, we have by (1) and (2), 
dijPk3 =- PljG(z) Pkj + Pi~ vj+i-lPkj 
' E = PiJ( vj+~-I ~- E~j+i-I)PkJ 
= O(H E~j+k-111 -1- II E~+~_~ II), 
because IIPij I] = I[ Pk~ II = 1. 
LEM~rA 7. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 be satisfied. Then 
(i) .[1 is infinite. 
(ii) I f  j >~ j l  and j ~ J1, then j + l (~ J~ . 
(iii) I f  j >/Jx and j ~ .[1, then there is an integer vj with 1 <~ vj <~ n --  q and 
j +~EJ3 .  
Proof. Part (i) follows from Lemma 1. Let j ~ J2 and j />  Jl 9 From Theorem 2 
m t 
and P2, g/s~ = ~i=~+1 (u~)~(bi -- a~xj). I f  gs sj < 0, then for some i, q + 1 ~ i ~ m, 
(ui)i > 0 and alyj = b~ so that ai < 1. Furthermore, i f j~ . /1  and g/s~ =0,  it 
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follows that % is a stationary point (finite termination). The above argument verifies 
(ii). 
I f  j ~ J1 and j + 1,...,j + k - -  1 ~ J2 - J~, then s~ is orthogonal to a~ .... , a~ 
and the k --  1 nonzero columns of D~+~_ 1 . By part (iii) of Lemma 4, these vectors 
are linearly independent. Thus g~.+~s~+~ = 0 for some 1 ~ k ~ n -- q, which implies 
that j + k ~ f3. 
LEMMA 8. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, for j e J3 let v~ = max{v e ./1 [ v ~< j} 
and wj be as in Step I I I  of the algorithm. Then II wj II/11 g~, - VF(z)I I  ~ 0 as j ~ co, 
j ~ J3. i f  in addition, G(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition in a neighborhood of z, then 
II wa I1 = O(ll g~ --  VF(z)llz). 
Proof. By Assumption 2 there are numbers 0 </z  ~< ~7 and a neighborhood 
U(z) such that 
II x II 5 ~< x 'G(y)x  <~ ~ II x It 2 for all y ~ U(z), x ~ E n. (1) 
By Taylor's theorem, F(x~) - -F (z )  = VF(z) '(x i - -  z) + 89 - -  z)' G(~s)(x ~--  z), 
where ~:j E T i = {x ] x = xj + t(% --  z), 0 < t ~< 1}. From Theorem 2, for j >~ J l ,  
(xj --  z) is orthogonal to VF(z) and for j sufficiently large, ~ ~ U(z). Thus from (1) 
it follows that 
(tz/2) [1 xj --  z II 5 ~ F(x~) - F(z)  ~ 07/2) 11 xj -- z I12. (2) 
For any integer k ~ 1, F(x~+k) ~ F(xj) and thus for sufficiently large j, by (2) we have 
II x;§ - z II ~< (~/~,)~/~ II xj  - z II. (3) 
From the Lagrange formula, (g~ -- VF(z))'(% -- z) = (x~ -- z)' G(~j)(x~ --  z), where 
~:s e Tj.  For j  sufficiently large we have, by (1), 
II x j  - -  g 11 ~ (1//~)]1 g~' - -  VF(z) l l .  (4) 
Again from the Lagrange formula, IlgJ - -  XTF(z)II 2 = (xa --  z)' G(~j)(gj --  VF(z)), 
where ~:j e T~, and thus there is a number p, such that for sufficiently large j, 
H gs - VF(z)t l  ~ p II xj  - -  z I[. (5) 
Now let j ~ J3, J >~ j l ,  and vj be as in the statement of the lemma. Suppose the 
matrices Dj and Mj have r = r 3- ~ n nonzero columns and denote them by dlj ,  
d2~ ,.. drj and Pl~, P2~ ..... Prs, respectively. Then 
dij = dv~+i = (g~j+i -- g~j+,)/l/x~+i - x~,+,  [I 
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and Pi~ = (Xv,+i  - -  x~+~-x)/ll %§ - %§ It. Since (uj)i = 0 for i = q + 1 ..... m and 
Pjk is orthogonal to a 1 , a~ .... , a a it follows from properties P3 and P4 that for 1 ~< k ~ r, 
(gj - -  VF(z))' P~s = ~ (w~)i ai~p~ + (w~)~ d'~p~. 
i=k+l 
Thus from Lemma 6 and part (iii) of Lemma 4 we have 
From the identity 
i=k 
(6) 
i=k+l 
and since for j ~ J l ,  P~J is orthogonal to VF(z), it follows from (3)-(5), Lemma 5, 
and Lemma 6 that 
I(g~ --  VF(z))' Pk~ ', = ~ Oil[ Ev,+i-1 I /+  [] Evj+k-a II) + o(r~+~-a)~ (7) 
II gvj - VF(z)ll i=~+~ 
Since xj --+ z, Ej --+ 0 and y~ ~ 0 as j -+ Qo and the first part of the lemma follows 
from (6) and (7). 
Now assume that G(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition in a neighborhood of z. 
Then there is a number L > 0 such that fo r j  sufficiently large, 
II gj 11 ~ sup I[ G(xj + t%sj)  - -  G(z)]l ~ L(]I Xj+l  - -  "~ II + II xj - z !!). (8)  
o~<~<1 
Furthermore, from the definition of ?~ in Lemma 5, 
l ~ ] : 0(11 ~-sj 13 = 0([[ xj - z Ii + l! x j+l  - ~ I1). (9) 
I t  follows from (3), (4), (7), (8), and (9) that 
b(gJ - V f (z ) ) '  Pkj l : o(11 gv, - VF(z)][ 2) 
and the last part of the lemma now follows from (6). 
LEMIVrA 9. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 be satisfied. Either {xj} is finite or there is j~ >/Jx 
such that for j >~ j~ and j ~ J3 , x~+x = x~ - M~w~ . 
Proof. I f  j ~ J.~ then by the definition of D~ and w~, 
gj = A'u~ + Djw~, uj >~ O, (1) 
57I/XX]3-3 
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with (uj)i -- 0 for i = q -q- 1 ..... m. Since by Theorem 2 the columns of M, are 
orthogonal to a 1 .... , a o for j ~ Jl + n, it follows from (1) that for j ~ 3"3 sufficiently 
large, 
gj'sj : - -g j 'Mjwj  :-: --w~'D~'Mjw s . (2) 
Applying Lemma 6 we see that for j ~ Ja sufficiently large, 
w/D/M.jzo~ ~ t* [J w~ I! a --  O(max{ll Ev,+, Ill i = 0,..., q)} II wy [j-~. (3) 
Thus (2), (3), and '.] Ej i',--+ 0 as j - -~ oo imply that either 
&'sj -< 0 or w~ := 0 for j e Ja sufficiently large. (4) 
I f  wa : :  0, it follows from (1) that xj is a stationary point. The method then terminates 
with xj. 
Next we show that, for j sufficiently large, 
o,j = 1. (5) 
By Theorem 2, a/s~--=O for i = 1,...,q and j~ j l ,  and, by Lemma 7, sj = 
--M~wa -+ 0, which implies (5). 
For j E Ja sufficiently large we have by Taylor's theorem 
F(x, -~- so) --- F(xj) := g/sj -~- 89 sj 
. . . . .  w /D/M~w i + 89 ~ -!- ~w/(M/G(~j )  -- D / )  M jw j ,  (6) 
where ~:~e{xlx ::-xj J r - ts j ,0  ~ t ~ 1}. Since G(~j ) -+G(z)  and I a . I /G(z ) -+D/  
as j -+  at, it follows from (3) and (6) that 
F(x~.i- s~) < F(x~) for j e Ja sufficiently large. (7) 
Finally, we observe that by the inequalities (3)-(5) in the proof of Lemma 8, for j 
sufficiently large, 
[Igj,~ II := O([Ig~ 1)- (8) 
Let gt~ denote the 6rthogonal projection of g~ onto "_/" = {x I a{x = O, i = 1,..., q}. 
Then it follows from (1) that 
gas = (gas --gJ) ~ A'uj  q- D~wj = ~. r.,.oa i -:- Djwj 
i=1  
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for some numbers ri~ .... , %j. Hence by part (iii) of Lemma 4, l: w~ 1, = O(llg~j II), 
which implies 
I! s; il -- l! M~w~ i! - O(d w, li) = O(li g1~ }i), (9) 
because {If Mj L]} is bounded. Denoting the orthogonal projection of gG onto T by 
glq and observing that, by Lemma 7, 0 < j ~ ~:i ~< n -- q, we obtain from (8), 
Ilgu ]1 = O([!g,,, !l). (10) 
Since s~ e T for j sufficiently large it follows from (9), (10), and the inequalities (1) 
' O 2 in the proof of Lemma 5 that {. sj [] -- O(11gxej r) = O(gejse) =: (p e). This implies 
that 
h s e l, -<- pze~ for j e Js sufficiently large, ( l l )  
since P2ej -~ 0 as j -~  oo. 
Combining (4), (5), (7), and (11), we see that s t = --Mjwj for je  J3 sufficiently 
large. 
TttF.OREM 3. Under Assumptions i and 2, for j ~ J1 and j >~ j2 , let v~ be defined 
as in Lemma 7. Then 
(i) 1 ~vj~n-q , j -v j+ le Jx ,  
'~I g~+. - VF(z)I, ,I g,+~,+l - -  XTF(z)'tl 
(ii) - 'l gJ - VF(z)II ~ 0 and  !l gs+v~ - -  VF(z)]I --~ 0, 
t} x~§ - -  z li !1 x j+~. ,  - z I 
- -  ~ 0 and ~. O, 
I x ,  - z :l I', x j+~,  - z II 
,~s j ~ ~,  j ~ .[1- 
( i i i )  I f  in addition, G(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition in a neighborhood of z, 
then for j ~ J1, 
'.1 g j -~=, - ,  - VF (z )  I - -  O( Ig j  - -  VF(z ) l  =), 
'1 x j . .=  _ ,  - -  z '1 - -  0 ( ' !  x ,  - -  z IP). 
Proof. (i) This part has been demonstrated in Lemma 7. 
(ii) First we show that for j sufficiently large, 
It gJ - -  V/q"(Z)]] ~-  0(]] e~-I]), 
where e~--=gsq- hi and h j~{h lh  q 
(i) 
From Theorem 2, (x j - - z )  is 
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orthogonal to a l ,  a2,...,ar and thus by the Lagrange formula, e/ (x r  z )= 
g/ (x j  - -  z) = (g~ - -  VF(z)) '(xj  - -  z) -~ (x~ - -  z)'  G(~)(x j  - -  z), where ~j e {x [ x ---- 
x~ + t(x~ --  z), 0 <~ t <~ 1). For sufficiently large j ,  ~ e U(z), and from inequality 
(1) of Lemma 8, tl x~ -- z [l ~ (1//x)tt e~ It. Thus (I) follows from inequality (5) of 
Lemma 8. 
Now let j  and vi be as in the statement of the theorem. Since for j  >/J2, (u~+~)i -~ O, 
i = q + 1,..., m, we have by P4 that 
q 
gj+~, = ~ (uj+~) i a i + D~+~jw~+~. (2) 
i=1  
From (1) and the observation that each column of D~.+,j has bounded norm it follows 
that 
II gj§ --  VF(z)II = O(H w~.§ IlL (3) 
and thus by Lemma 8, 
llg~#~j -- VF(z)ll/lrgj - VF(~)[I ~ 0 as j --~ oo, j~  A .  (4) 
From Taylor's theorem, 
vj 
Dj+~jwj+v~ -~ GM~+vw~+~. . + ~ E~+i-1 ~s~+i-1 (wj+~)~," " (5) 
i=x /I $'J+i-1 II
where E~ = f~ G(x ,  + t~r~s~) at - G.  Since by Lemma 9, xj+~+x -- x~.+~j =
--Mj+vw~+vj , we again have, by Taylor's theorem, that 
gJ+vj+t ~ gj+~, - -  GMj+v~w~+~j - -  Es+~M~+v~w~+~j . 
Substituting (2) and (5) into this last equation gives 
q 
i=1 
vj 
E s J+ / -1  z \ + Z - , -~ ~ t~+v,~,. (6) 
"/=1 
Applying part (iii) of Lemma 4 to (2) gives 
l(wj+v,), [ ~< p I! g~§ - VF(z)ll for i = 1, 2,..., ~j.  (7) 
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Applying the result of (1) in (6) and observing that each column of M~.+,~ has unit 
norm, it then follows from (7) that 
vj 
11g~+~m - VF(z)ll = O E~,+, II). (8) 
H g~+~ --  VF(z)ll (,~0 II 
Since xj --+ z, Ej --* 0 as j --+ oo and thus 
[[gj+v,+l --VF(z)ll/lIgj+v~ -- VF(z)II-+0 as j--+ 0% J~A.  
Now assume that G(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition in a neighborhood of z. As 
in inequality (8) of Lemma 8 there is a number L > 0 such that for j  sufficiently large, 
[[ E~+~ ]l ~< L{II xs+i+x --  z 1[ + [[ xj+~ -- zll}, 
and thus from inequalities (3) and (4) of Lemma 8, 
I] E~+, l[ = O(Ttgj -- VF(z)[[). (10) 
By applying Lemma 8 to (3) it follows from (8) and (10) that 
II gj+,~+x - VF(z)]] = O(ll ga - VF(z)[la). (11) 
The theorem now follows from (4), (9), (11) and inequalities (4) and (5) of Lemma 8. 
6. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
In this section computational results are given for five test problems. The first 
three test problems are the linearly constrained problems (nos. 1, 4, and 7) considered 
in Colville's study [4]. The fourth test problem is the dual of the geometric program 
(GMP): minimize: f (x)  = 5x 1 + 50000X1-1 + 20X z + 72000X~ -1 + 10X 3 + 144000X~ t 
subject o 4x~ -1 + 32x~ -1+ 120x~ -1 ~ 1 and x x , x2, x 3 >7 0. 
The GMP dual has 10 variables, 5 linear equality constraints, and 10 lower bounds. 
The fifth test problem is the Chemical Equilibrium problem given in [3]. This last 
problem has 10 variables, 3 linear equality constraints, and 10 lower bounds. 
The timing results given in the Colville study are normalized by dividing the 
actual execution time by the time required to execute a standard timing program 
(see [4]). This standard timing program executed in an average of 18.2337 seconds 
on the IBM 360-75 computer at the University of Waterloo and this figure was 
used to obtain the standardized times given in Tables I and II. 
The one-dimensional search procedure given in the statement of the proposed 
algorithm might be termed "limited interpolation," since it computes one quadratically 
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TABLE I 
Timing Results (Standard Units) for New Algorithm 
with Limited Interpolation Linear Search 
Function Gradient T ime 
Problem Iterations Objective value eval's eval's (standardized) 
Colville No. I 5 -- 32.34867895 10 5 0.0033 
6 -- 32.348678965723 11 6 0.0036 
Colville No. 4 183 -t- 10 -7 521 183 0.0469 
185 + 10 -16 525 185 0.0489 
Colville No. 7 9 --244.89975 18 9 0.0118 
11 - -  244.89969751680 22 11 0.0127 
GMP Dual 13 8.7482794 27 13 0.0111 
18 8.7482799006258 36 18 0.0141 
Chemical 33 47.760395 95 33 0.0250 
Equilibrium 41 47.760397357418 109 41 0.0285 
TABLE II 
Timing Results (Standard Units) for New Algorithm 
with Repeated Interpolation Linear Search 
Function Gradient Time 
Problem Iterations Objective value eval's eval's (standardized) 
Colville No. 1 5 -- 32.3486784 9 5 0.0033 
6 -- 32.348678965723 10 6 0.0041 
Colville No. 4 125 -I-10 -7 355 125 0.0334 
127 q- 10 -16 358 127 0.0338 
Colville No. 7 4 --244.89971 10 4 0.0053 
8 -- 244.89969751680 17 8 0.0092 
GMP Dual 12 8.7482798 33 13 0.0110 
18 8.7482799006258 47 19 0.0149 
Chemical 26 47.760392 96 30 0.0230 
Equilibrium 34 47.760397357417 117 37 0.0268 
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interpolated point at each iteration. Computational results were obtained for both 
this step size procedure and another, called repeated interpolation. The latter 
repeatedly interpolates until two consecutive stimates of the optimal step size agree 
within a predetermined tolerance. 
For each test problem the information recorded was: number of iterations, objective 
function value, number of (objective) function evaluations, number of gradient 
evaluations, and standardized execution time. These figures were recorded after 
both seven and fourteen correct figures had been obtained in the objective function. 
Table 1 summarizes the results obtained using the limited interpolation linear search 
and Table 2 gives similar results for the repeated interpolation linear search. For 
each problem the constraints were satisfied to a tolerance of 10 -14. For the GMP 
dual, the objective function was replaced by its logarithm. 
We compare the results obtained for the proposed method for the three Colville 
problems with three other methods: Davidon-CRST (DCRST), Revised Reduced 
Gradient (RRG), and Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG). These latter methods 
were chosen for comparison since in the Colville study these methods gave the best 
or second-best execution times for at least one of the three test problems. 'Fable 3 
gives the standardized timing results for each of these algorithms. The data in 
Table I I I  are taken from [4]. Five or six figures were recorded for the objective 
values in [4]. 
TABLE III 
Standardized Timing Results from Colville Study 
Method 
Problem DCRST GRG RRG 
Colville No. 1 0.0389 0.0317 0.0061 
Colville No. 4 0.0063 0.0099 0.0104 
Colville No. 7 0.2723 0.0635 0.0290 
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